SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Nominations Advise and Consent:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE GOVERNOR’S COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE:
Donna DeStefano, of Brick, to replace the Honorable Kevin John Meara.
Susan F. Neshin, M.D., of Metuchen, to replace Paul A. Ressler, CPA.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MERCER COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Edward Hoffman, Esq., of Ewing.
Richard J. Carabelli, Jr., of Hamilton.
Rose Marie Bowen-Lewis, of Lawrenceville, to replace R. David Rousseau, resigned.
Victoria Lynn Plumeri, of Robbinsville, to replace the Honorable John W. Hartmann, Esq.
Gino A. Melone, of Trenton.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY CITY UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Cynthia Maner Campbell, Esq., of Jersey City.
Edward P. Fowlkes, of Jersey City, to replace Wanda Webster Stansbury.
Joseph F. Scott, FACHE, of Jersey City.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY SPORTS AND EXPOSITION AUTHORITY:
Andrew J. Scala, of Saddle Brook, to replace Harry Harchetts.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RAMAPO COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
A.J. Sabath, of Mooresstown.
Charles Shotmeyer, of Franklin Lakes.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF CHIROPRACTIC EXAMINERS:
James L. Winters, D.C., of Bound Brook.
Brett A. Wartenberg, D.C., of Medford, to replace Michael A. Spadafino, D.C.
Rosemary Calio, D.C., of Cherry Hill.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND LAND SURVEYORS:
Michael J. Kelly, P.E., P.P., of Mahwah, to replace Perry Schwartz, Ph.D., P.P., resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF RESPIRATORY CARE:
Edwin C. Frost, R.R.T., of West Deptford.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE FARMLAND EVALUATION COMMITTEE:
Kathleen Hill, CTA, of Greenwich Township.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL COMMUNITY OVERSIGHT BOARD:
Nicole K. Butler, of Newark.
Bills Introduced:

S2517  Holzapfel,J  Family memb emp., deceased vet-tax cred.  REF SMV
S2518  Norcross,D+1  Cameras on cert law enforcement off.-req  REF SLP
S2519  Cardinale,G/Scutari,N  Transp. network co trips-concerns insur.  REF SCM
S2520  Van Drew,J  Vet. Court Pilot Prog, several co.-estab  REF SMV
S2521  Gill,N  Pedestrian Safety Study Comm.-estab.  REF STR
S2522  Gill,N  Prop. tax reimb. elig. req.-revises  REF SCM
S2523  Gill,N  Sr. Cit. Priority Parking Prog.-create  REF SLC
S2525  Thompson,S  Mental Health Treatment Reform,Viol Prev  REF SLP
S2526  O'Toole,K/Pou,N  Open-air reservoirs-concerns  REF SEN
S2527  Weinberg,L  Fatal accident involving police-review  REF SED
S2528  Stack,B  Eye exam, cert students-bd of ed conduct  REF SEN
S2529  Pou,N/O'Toole,K  Open-air reservoir-concern updated rules  REF SED

Bills On Emergency Resolution:

A3423 Sa (1R)  Burzichelli,J/Riley,C+2  Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns  (38-0) (Weinberg)

Bills Passed:

A939 AcaSca (2R)  Singleton,T/Schaer,G+5  St tax expenditures-report, disclose req  (23-14)
A1483 AsAsca (2R)  DeAngelio,W/Benson,D+4  Mun traffic calming measures-implement  (30-6)
A2576 Aca (1R)  Mukherji,R/Quijano,A+9  Parkinson's Disease Pub. Awareness Act  (38-0)
A2603 Diegnan,P/Webber,J+3  Corp. agents-concerns indemnification  (30-0)
A2717 Aa (1R)  Vainieri Huttle,V/Jasey,M+10  Devel disb one-time application for svc  (38-0)
A2934 Coughlin,C/Ciattarelli,J+6  Psychologists-permits incorp.  (38-0)
A3083 Acs (ACS)  Diegnan,P/Moriarty,P+4  Microbeads, cert. products-proh. sale  (38-0)
A3290 Singleton,T/Vainieri Huttle,V+20  ALS vol. contrib. on tax return-allows  (38-0)
A3340 Aca (1R)  Prieto,V/Jasey,M+13  Co. voc. sch enrollment incr-addtl St aid  (27-9)
A3341 Aca (1R)  Prieto,V/Diegnan,P+17  Adult ed. programs-St. aid  (28-7)
A3423 Sa (1R)  Burzichelli,J/Riley,C+2  Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns  (37-0)
ACR39 Jimenez,A/Prieto,V+5  Tourist helicopters-proh over Hudson Riv.  (29-5)
S264 Sca (1R)  Greenstein,L/Cunningham,S+1  Thomas P. Canzanella First Resp Prot Act  (22-12)
S316 Sca (1R)  Gordon,R+1  Mun. consolidation-concerns  (38-0)
S475 Sca (1R)  Madden,F/Sweeney,S+2  Down syndrome-prov. cert. info.  (38-0)
S915 Connors,C/Addiego,D+4  Vet. affordable housing-concerns  (38-0)
S979 Sca w/GR (2R)  Sweeney,S/Cunningham,S+13  Coll. Affordability Study Comm.  (38-0)
S995 Sca (1R)  Weinberg,L/Allen,D+3  Domestic viol victim-reintegration prog.  (38-0)
S1382 B/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Mobile devices-proh. sale  (35-1)
S1530 Weinberg,L  Govt. affairs agents-req. disclosures  (38-0)
S2049 Rice,R  Ward pol party committee-rights of chair  (22-13)
S2430 Turner,S/Barnes,P+1  Pol contrib by money manager-report fee  (25-8)
SCR125 Sweeney,S/Smith,B+2  Greenhouse Gas Initiative-not leg intent  (23-14)
SR96 Norcross,D  Linemen Appreciation Mo.-desig. October  (37-0)

Bills Substituted:

A939 AcaSca (2R)  Singleton,T/Schaer,G+5  St tax expenditures-report, disclose req  SUB FOR S1403 (1R)
A1483 AsAsca (2R)  DeAngelio,W/Benson,D+4  Mun traffic calming measures-implement  SUB FOR S2363 (1R)
A2576 Aca (1R)  Mukherji,R/Quijano,A+9  Parkinson's Disease Pub. Awareness Act  SUB FOR S2516
A2603 Diegnan,P/Webber,J+3  Corp. agents-concerns indemnification  SUB FOR S2405
A2717 Aa (1R)  Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Mobile devices-proh. sale  SUB FOR S2065 (1R)
A2934 Coughlin,C/Ciattarelli,J+6  Psychologists-permits incorp.  SUB FOR S2002
A3083 Acs (ACS)  Diegnan,P/Moriarty,P+4  Microbeads, cert. products-proh. sale  SUB FOR S2178 (SCS)
A3290 Singleton,T/Vainieri Huttle,V+20  ALS vol. contrib. on tax return-allows  SUB FOR S2396
A3340 Aca (1R)  Prieto,V/Jasey,M+13  Co. voc. sch enrollment incr-addtl St aid  SUB FOR S2229 (1R)
A3341 Aca (1R)  Prieto,V/Diegnan,P+17  Adult ed. programs-St. aid  SUB FOR S2230 (1R)
A3423 Burzichelli,J/Riley,C+2  Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns  SUB FOR S2510
ACR39 Jimenez,A/Prieto,V+5  Tourist helicopters-proh over Hudson Riv.  SUB FOR SCR142
S1403 Sca (1R)  Greenstein,L+1  St tax expenditures-report, disclose req  SUB BY A939 (2R)
S2002 Vitale,J/Barnes,P  Psychologists-permits incorp.  SUB BY A2934
S2065 Sca (1R)  Vitale,J/Whelan,J+2  Devel disb one-time application for svc  SUB BY A2717 (1R)
S2178 Sca (1R)  Greenstein,L+1  Microbeads in cosmetics-proh. sale  SUB BY A3083 (ACS)
S2229 Sca (1R)  Ruiz,M/Sweeney,S+2  Co. voc. sch enrollment incr-addtl St aid  SUB BY A3340 (1R)
S2230 Sca (1R)  Ruiz,M/Sweeney,S+3  Adult ed. programs-St. aid  SUB BY A3341 (1R)
S2363 Sca (1R)  Greenstein,L  Mun traffic calming measures- implement  SUB BY A1483 (2R)
S2396 O'Toole,K/Sarlo,P+1  ALS vol. contrib. on tax return-allows  SUB BY A3290
Bills Substituted: (cont’d)
S2405    Gill,N    Corp. agents-concerns indemnification   SUB BY A2603
S2510    Sweeney,S/Allen,D    Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns   SUB BY A3423
S2516    Vitale,J/Smith,B+3    Parkinson's Disease Pub. Awareness Act SUB BY A2576 (1R)
SCR142    Sacco,N/Stack,B+3    Tourist helicopters-proh over Hudson Riv SUB BY ACR39

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:
A3423 Sa (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Riley,C+2    Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns   (37-0) (Sweeney)
S1957 ScaSa (2R)    Singer,R/Connors,C    Guardianship complaint-incl. ed. prog.   (31-0) (Singer)
SCR136 Sa (1R)    Whelan,J    AC airport workers-PANYNJ incr. min wage   (31-0) (Whelan)

Bills Received from Assembly/Referred to Committee:
A668 Aca (1R)    Cryan,J/Quijano,A+8    College cost info.-prov. students REF SHI
A1247 Prieto,V/Mukherji,R+7    Mammograms, cert.-benefit coverage req. REF SCM
A1898 Burzichelli,J/Spencer,L+2    Reports to leg staff-electronically REF SSG
A2331 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G    Water qual. issues-notify mun. of svc. REF SEN
A2581 Mukherji,R/Pintor Marin,E+5    St rule-making actions-OAL database REF SSG
A2586 Aca (1R)    DeAngelio,W/Quijano,A+3    Energy Infrastructure Study Comm.-estab. REF SEG
A2773 AcaAa (2R)    Gove,D/Rumpf,B+1    Abandoned vessel-petition co for removal REF SLP
A2801 Jasey,M/Stender,L+4    Assoc. and baccalaureate degree-concerns REF SHI
A2802 Aca (1R)    Cryan,J/Cryan,J+6    Higher Ed-estab. re-enrollment prog. REF SHI
A2805 Aca (1R)    Jasey,M/Riley,C+6    Common course numbering sys. REF SHI
A2807 Aca (1R)    Cryan,J/Riley,C+12    Undergraduate tuition and fees-concerns REF SHI
A2814 Cryan,J/Burzichelli,J+3    Proprietary sch graduation rates-concern REF SHI
A2815 Pinkin,N/Cryan,J+4    Higher ed pub instil-annual debt report REF SHI
A2859 Acs (ACS)    Eustace,T/Benson,D+15    Proj. Medicine Drop-codifies REF SBA
A3256 Diegnan,P/Pinkin,N+1    Teacher of health-certificate req. REF SED
A3502 Acs (ACS)    Russo,D/Rumana,S+2    Scv. dog in foster home-exemp. lic./reg. REF SEG
ACR136 Coughlin,C/Visniewski,J+1    Medicare Parts B & D-limit late penal. REF SHH

Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:
A2313 Aca (1R)    DeAngelio,W/Quijano,A+6    Nonprofit Vet Org vol contrib-tax return
A3290 Singleton,T/Vainieri Huttle,V+20    ALS vol. contrib. on tax return-allows
A3423 Sa (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Riley,C+2    Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns

Bills Transferred:
S2318 Sweeney,S/Kyrillos,J+1    Sick/vacation leave-concern accumulation FROM SSG TO SBA

Co-Sponsors Added:
S264 Sca (1R)    Scutari,N    Thomas P. Canzanella First Resp Prot Act
S316 Sca (1R)    Beck,J    Mun. consolidation-concerns
S363 (Gordon,R)    Pub resources-unauth use during an emerg
S475 Sca (1R)    Gordon,R; Ruiz,M    Down syndrome-prov. cert. info.
S681 (Sacco,N)    Cert. of rehabilitation-prov. issuance
S768 (Greenstein,L)    Whistleblower-extends protection
S801 (Ruiz,M)    Epinephrine-sch. req. to maintain supply
S915 (Gordon,R; Greenstein,L; Van Drew,J)    Vet. affordable housing-concerns
S927 Sca (1R)    Barnes,P    MV franchisees rights-revise law
S979 Sca w/GR (2R)    (Beck,J)    Coll. Affordability Study Comm.
S995 Sca (1R)    (Beck,J)    Domestic viol victim-reintegration prog.
S1382 (Addiego,D)    Telemarketing calls, mobile devices-proh
S1403 Sca (1R)    Gordon,R    St tax expenditures-report, disclose req
S2033 (Bateman,C)    Unemp comp law-revise exemp, mv operator
S2065 Sca (1R)    Allen,D    Devel disab-one-time application for svc
S2178 Sca (SCS)    Allen,D    Microbeads in cosmetics-proh. sale
S2189 (Bucco,A.R.)    Scl-concerns cloud computing svc prov.
S2277 ScaSa (2R)    Cunningham,S    Waterfront Comm. NY Harbor-Gov. withdraw
S2342 (Bateman,C; Coday,R; Pennacchio,J)    MV viol. dedicate fds, brain injury svcs
S2372 Sca (1R)    Bucco,A.R.    Opioid drug use-coordinate police effort
S2396 (Gordon,R)    ALS vol. contrib. on tax return-allows
S2430 (Greenstein,L)    Pol contrib, by money manager-report fee
S2442 (Bucco,A.R.)    Innovation, Research Fellowship Prog.
Co-Sponsors Added:(cont’d)
S2457   (Allen,D)    Drug treatment prog, corrections-access
S2496   (Stack,B)    Food labels-req containing cert material
S2518   (Gill,N)   Cameras on cert law enforcement off.-req
SCR87   (Turner,S)    Vol fire fighter/first aid-prop tax cred
SCR125   (Gordon,R; Greenstein,L)    Greenhouse Gas Initiative-not leg intent
SCR130   (Bateman,C)    Article V Convention-applies to Cong.
SCR142   (Cunningham,S; Gordon,R; Ruiz,M)    Tourist helicopters-proh over Hudson Riv

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:
S264 Sca (1R)   (Cunningham,S)    Thomas P. Canzanella First Resp Prot Act
S915   (Addiego,D)    Vet. affordable housing-concerns
S995 Sca (1R)   (Allen,D)    Domestic viol victim-reintegration prog.
S1319 (Oroho,S)    St rule-making actions-OAL database
S1344 (Singer,R)    ID theft victim-cease debt collection
S1382 (Van Drew,J)    Telemarketing calls, mobile devices-proh
S1773 (Greenstein,L)    Domestic viol. Internet registry-estab.
S2342 (Greenstein,L)    MV viol.-dedicate fds, brain injury svcs
S2425 (Allen,D)    Food svc. advisory committee-pub sch req
S2439 (Oroho,S)    Fed impact aid reserve acct.-estab.
S2453 (Allen,D)    Sch. election polls-close at 8 pm
S2470 (Codey,R)    Flood Prot. & Home Elevation Fd.
S2472 (Singer,R)    Judges, cert.-incr. mand. retir. age
S2510 (Allen,D)    Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns
SCR148 (Singer,R)    Judges-incr. mand. retir. age.
SR95   (Cardinale,G)    Crude oil trans.-US DOT promulgate reg.

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
A939 AcaSca (2R)   (Greenstein,L; Gordon,R)    St tax expenditures-report, disclose req
A1483 AaSca (2R)   (Greenstein,L)    Mun traffic calming measures-implement
A2576 Aca (1R)    (Vitale,J; Smith,B; Codey,R; Madden,F; Weinberg,L)    Parkinson's Disease Pub. Awareness Act
A2603 (Gill,N)    Corp. agents-concerns indemnification
A2717 Aa (1R)   (Vitale,J; Whelan,J; Madden,F; Allen,D)    Devel disb-one-time application for svc
A2834 (Vitale,J; Barnes,R)    Psychiatrists-permits incorp.
A3083 Acs (ACS)    (Bateman,C; Greenstein,L; Allen,D)    Microbeads, cert. products-proh. sale
A3290 (O’Toole,K; Sarlo,P; Gordon,R)    ALS vol. contrib. on tax return-allows
A3340 Aca (1R)   (Ruiz,M; Sweeney,S; Turner,S; Allen,D)    Co. voc. sch enrollment incr-addl St aid
A3341 Aca (1R)   (Ruiz,M; Sweeney,S; Bateman,C; Turner,S; Allen,D)    Adult ed. programs-St. aid
A3423 Sa (1R)   (Sweeney,S; Allen,D)    Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns
ACR39   (Sacco,N; Stack,B; Cunningham,S; Gordon,R; Ruiz,M)    Tourist helicopters-proh over Hudson Riv

Notes to the 10/09/2014 Digest:
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:
S2378 Sca (1R)    Vitale,J/Singer,R+1    Overdose Prev. Act-extend immunity   REP/SCA *NOT* REF SBA

Concurrent Resolutions Placed On Desk:
ACR186/129 Acs (ACS)    McKeon,J/Wolfe,D+1    Judges-incr. mand. retir. age.

The Senate adjourned at 4:38 P.M. to meet again on Monday, October 27, 2014 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “1” and “2” scheduled to meet).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)

Bills Introduced:
A3831 Space,P/McHose,A    Dam, private owner-loan credit check req    REF AEN
A3832 Singleton,T    Megan's law-conform to fed. req.    REF AJU
A3833 Quijano,A/Vainieri Huttle,V    Whistleblower-extends protection    REF ALA
A3834 Lampitt,P    Child and Family Suicide Prev. Act    REF AWC
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A3835  Mazzeo,V/Andrzejczak,B  US flags, fly half-staff-Gov. notify  REF AMV
A3836  Coughlin,C  Assaults on law enforcement off.-upgrade  REF ALP
A3837  Coughlin,C  Mortgage recording-concerns  REF AFI
A3838  McKeon,J  Electric power net metering-concerns  REF ATU
A3839  Handlin,A  Parking meter instruction signs-concerns  REF ATR
A3840  Giblin,T/Wimberly,B  Religious entities-proh. cert. practices  REF ARP
A3841  Munoz,N/Gusciora,R  Stalking-concerns electronic monitoring  REF AJU
A3842  O'Scanlon,D  Vapor retail estab.-electronic smoking  REF AHE
A3843  Caputo,R/Giblin,T+3  Outdoor video surveillance camera-reg.  REF ATR
A3844  Simon,D  St. veh.-reduces number and usage  REF ASL
A3845  Jasey,M/Benson,D  Middle and High sch. start times-study  REF AED
A3846  Cryan,J  Domestic viol, crm. trespass-concerns  REF AAN
A3847  Simon,D  Animal control off certified-continue ed  REF AMV
A3848  DeAngelo,W  Vet, civil svc preference-concerns  REF ATU
A3849  DeAngelo,W  Consumer info 3rd party gas supplier-req  REF ATU
A3850  DeAngelo,W  Gas supplier, 3rd party-concern contract  REF ATU
A3851  DeAngelo,W  Customer & gas suppliers-impose standard  REF ATU
A3852  Moriarty,P/Mainor,C  Cameras on cert law enforcement off.-req  REF ALP
A3853  Rumanas,S/Russo,D  Open-air reservoirs-concerns  REF AEN
A3854  Wisniewski,J  Transp. network co-make cert disclosures  REF ATR
A3855  Rumpf,B/Gove,D  Wharves, piers repair-auth. maintenance  REF ASL
A3856  Andrzejczak,B  Boats-prov. max. sales and use tax  REF ACE
A3857  Andrzejczak,B/Mazzeo,V  Vet. Court Pilot Prog, several co.-estab  REF AMV
A3858  Benson,D  Cell phone-proh location monitoring prog  REF AAN
A3859  Greenwald,L/Coughlin,C  Bldg./hwy. infrastructure proj.-concerns  REF ACS
A3860  Riley,C/Burzichelli,J  Opioid Antidote Admin. Comm-estab. temp.  REF AHS
A3861  Watson Coleman,B/Wimberly,B  Student-athletes-concerns character ed.  REF AEN
A3862  Pintor Marin,E/Wilson,G  Energy-efficient lighting fixture-St use  REF ATR
ACR202  O'Donnell,J/McKeon,J  Medicare prescrip prices-Cong. negotiate  REF AHE
AJR85  DeAngelo,W  Elections Tech Study Comm-create 13 memb  REF AIA
AJR86  Rumanas,S/Russo,D  Open-air reservoirs-suspend cert actions  REF AEN
AJR78  Benson,D  Opioid Antidote Admin. Comm-estab. temp.  REF AHE
AR179  DeCroce,B/Sumter,S+15  Domestic viol-sports no-tolerance policy  REF AMV
AR180  Johnson,G/Eustace,T  Flammable liquids transp-regulations  REF ATR
AR181  Caride,M  US resid, join terror org.-proh. return  REF AAN
AR182  Benson,D  Retirement benf. prot.-Cong. enact leg.  REF AFI
AR183  Mazzeo,V/Andrzejczak,B  Richard Somers remains-negotiate w/Libya  REF AMV

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A207  Aca (1R)  Gusciora,R/Space,P+4  Consumer fraud, tech viol-elim. atty fee  REP/ACA
A232  Aca (1R)  Gusciora,R/Sumter,S+5  Short sale buyers-estab. process  REP/ACA
A1004  Aca (1R)  Benson,D/Moriarty,P+2  Svc. contracts-proh. automatic renewal  REP/ACA
A1892  Acs (ACS)  Burzichelli,J/Mukherji,R  MV, cert-prov. rental companies not rent  REP/ACS
A2482  Diegnan,P/Mainor,C  Corp. mergers-may adopt "force the vote"  REP
A2600  Aca (1R)  Diegnan,P/Mainor,C  Land surveying-concerns  REP/ACA
A2803  Aca (1R)  Cryan,J/Riley,C  College-report remedial instr on website  REP/ACA
A2804  Aca (1R)  Giblin,T/Riley,C+2  Co. colleges-concerns graduation rates  REP/ACA
A2808  Aca (1R)  Giblin,T/Eustace,T+4  Higher Ed on-line courses-concerns  REP/ACA
A2811  Aca (1R)  Cryan,J/Riley,C+1  College meal plans-concerns  REP/ACA
A2813  Cryan,J/Burzichelli,J  Graduation rates, 4-yr. instt.-concerns  REP
A2816  Cryan,J/Riley,C+3  Higher ed. pub. college attr-investig. fees  REP
A2818  Stender,L/Riley,C  College degree completion-concerns  REP
A2933  Pinkin,N  Telemarketing calls, mobile devices-proh  REP
A3019  Singleton,T/Conaway,H+3  St. workforce needs-concerns  REP
A3146  Aca (1R)  Singleton,T/Caputo,R+4  Breach of security, online acct-disclose  REP/ACA
A3322  Schaefer,G/Garcia,C  Health insur. carriers-encrypt cert info  REP
A3397  Giblin,T/Clifton,R  Landscape Irrigation Contractors-abolish  REP
A3566  Pinkin,N/Lagana,J+9  Prop. assess.-req. annual notice  REP
A3684  Aca (1R)  Coughlin,C  AG website-concerns cert. posted info.  REP/ACA
A3720  Aca (1R)  Conaway,H/Munoz,N+1  Overdose Prev. Act-extend immunity  REP/ACA
A3750  Lampitt,P/Tucker,C+2  Female vets.-create info. webpage  REP
A3793  Aca (1R)  Garcia,J/Coughlin,C+2  Resif. vacant prop.-concerns foreclosure  REP/ACA
A3837  Coughlin,C  Mortgage recording-concerns  REP
A3840  Giblin,T/Wimberly,B  Religious entities-proh. cert. practices  REP
ACR188  Acs (ACS)  Watson Coleman,B/Gusciora,R  Stop Corp. Inversions Act of 2014-enact  REP/ACS
ACR189  McKeon,J/Lagana,J  Greenhouse Gas Initiative-not leg intent  REP
AR66  DeAngelo,W/Quijano,A  Small Business Saturday-resid support  REP
AR68  DeAngelo,W/Quijano,A+1  Shop Main Street-encourage resid.  REP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

S562 Sca (1R)  Turn,S/Gill,N  Health insur. carriers-encrypt cert info  REP
S1346 Sa (1R)  Rice,R+1  Mortgage recording-concerns  REP

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

A943  Singleton,T/Conaway,H+10  Energy efficiency-small bus qual, loans  REP REF AAP
A2474 Acs (ACS)  Johnson,G/Garcia,C+1  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act  REP/ACS REF AAP
A3159  Gusciara,R+1  Drug treatment prog. corrections-access  REP REF AAP
A3506 Aca (1R)  Mainor,C/Guillen,S+13  Waterfront Comm. NY Harbor-Govt. w/draw  REP/ACA REF AAP
A3715 Aca (1R)  Conaway,H/Benson,D+2  Drug overdose-estab. info. clearinghouse  REP/ACA REF AAP
A3749  Lampitt,P/Mazzeo,V+3  Vet. cert-estab prog. prov travel assist  REP REF AAP
S779/1952 ScaScs (SCS)  Weinberg,L/Sarlo,P+1  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act  REP REF AAP

Bills Transferred:

A2913  Caride,M/Dancer,R+3  Black Swallowtail butterfly-St butterfly  FROM AAN TO AEN
A3125  Caride,M  Plant species, invasive-proh. sale  FROM AAN TO AEN
A3133  Bramnick,J/Burzichelli,J  Priv. wildlife habitat cert. prog.-estab  FROM AAN TO AEN
A3350  Vanier,Huttle,V/Handlin,A+6  PANYNJ-concerns pub. records access  FROM ATR TO ASL
A3417  Vanier,Huttle,V/Handlin,A+6  PANYNJ-incr transparency, accountability  FROM ATR TO ASL
A3793 Aca (1R)  Garcia,C/Coughlin,C+2  Resid. vacant prop.-concerns foreclosure  AFI TO AHO
AJR60  Wilson,G/Riley,C  Native Plant Appreciation Mo.-desig June  FROM AAN TO AEN
S2181  Gordon,R/Weinberg,L+1  PANYNJ-incr transparency, accountability  FROM ATR TO ASL
S2183 Sca (1R)  Gordon,R/Weinberg,L+1  PANYNJ-concerns pub. records access  FROM ATR TO ASL

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Governor's Recommendation/Given Second Reading:

S979 Sca w/GR (2R)  Sweeney,S/Cunningham,S+13  Coll. Affordability Study Comm.

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:

A939 AcaSca (2R)  Singleton,T/Schaer,G+5  St tax expenditures-report, disclose req
A1483 AaSca (2R)  DeAngelo,W/Benson,D+4  Mun traffic calming measures-implement
A3423 Sa (1R)  Burzichelli,J/Riley,C+2  Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S264 Sca (1R)  Greenstein,L/Cunningham,S+1  Thomas P. Canzanella First Resp Prot Act  REF ALA
S316 Sca (1R)  Gordon,R+1  Mun. consolidation-concerns  REF ASL
S475 Sca (1R)  Madden,F/Sweeney,S+2  Down syndrome-prov. cert. info.  REF AWC
S915 Connors,C/Addiego,D+4  Vet. affordable housing-concerns  REF AMV
S1382 Barnes,P/Van Drew,J+1  Telemarketing calls, mobile devices-proh  REF ACO
S1530 Weinberg,L  Govt. affairs agents-req. disclosures  REF AJU
S2049 Rice,R  Ward pol party committee-rights of chair  REF AJU
S2430 Turner,S/Barnes,P+1  Pol contrib. by money manager-report fee  REF ASL
SCR125 Sweeney,S/Smith,B+2  Greenhouse Gas Initiative-not leg intent  REF ARO
SJR60  Norcross,D  Linemen Appreciation Mo.-desig. October  REF ATU

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S995 Sca (1R)  Weinberg,L/Allen,D+3  Domestic viol victim-reintegration prog.

Co-Sponsors Added:

A311 Aca (1R)  (Coughlin,C)  Pupil grade point average-concerns
A366  (Diegnan,P)  Telephone companies-clarify bus prop tax
A584  (Mainor,C)  Alimony-proh. domestic viol. offender
A1109 Acs (ACS)  (Simon,D)  Stephen Komininos’ Law-devel. disab. prot
A1281  (Handlin,A; Jimenez,A)  Transfer inheritance tax-elim.
A1855  (Eustace,T)  Caregiver’s Assistance Act
A2353  (Fuentes,A)  MV organ donor designation-concerns
A2416  (Singleton,T)  Human trafficking, prostitution-wiretap
A2539  (Lampitt,P)  Domestic viol. Internet registry-estab.
A2699 Aca (1R)  (Pinkin,N; McKeon,J)  Steroid use among students-deter
A2776  (Clifton,R)  Co. Tourism Incentive Grant Fd.
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A2916   (Fuentes,A)    Firearm-concerns theft
A3084   (McKeon,J)    Personal needs allowance-incre.
A3140   (Clifton,R)    Autism Awareness lic. plate-creates
A3296   (Clifton,R)    Cosmetology St. Bd.-modify ed. lic. req.
A3420   (Clifton,R)    St. veh.-display abuse hotline stickers
A3455   (Rible,D)    Class II renewable energy-definition
A3497   (Diegnan,P)    Consumer Fraud Act-revises
A3507   (Johnson,G)    Stream cleaning activities-amends law
A3550   (Diegnan,P)    Substance abuse treatment-concerns info.
A3608   (Webber,J)    Firearm possession conviction-concerns
A3633   (Tucker,C; Caride,M)    Full Marriage Recog, Civil Union Couples
A3715 Aca (1R)   (Johnson,G)    Drug overdose-estab. info. clearinghouse
A3720 Aca (1R)   (Eustace,T)    Overdose Prev. Act-extend immunity
A3727   (Riley,C)    Gold Star Parent id card-create
A3749   (Wilson,G)    Vet, cert-estab prog, prov travel assist
A3750   (Wilson,G)    Female vets.-create info. webpage
A3756   (Garcia,C; Watson Coleman,B)    Fatal accident involving police-review
AR68   (Benson,D)    Shop Main Street-encourage resid.
AR167   (Johnson,G)    SAVE Act-urges Congress to pass
AR179   (Giblin,T; Diegnan,P; DeAngelo,W; Rible,D; Kean,S)    Domestic viol-sports no-tolerance policy

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A1892 Acs (ACS)   (Mukherji,R)    MV, cert-prov. rental companies not rent
A2065   (Wimberly,B)    Prostitution offense, sch prop-mand fine
A3238   (Benson,D)    Family day care-req. background checks
A3480   (Mukherji,R)    Gift cards-elim consumer data collection
A3612   (Webber,J)    Corp. directors actions-concerns
A3625   (Webber,J)    Digital assets-executor auth. to access
A3708   (Webber,J)    MV regs, assets of cert estates-concern
A3813   (Lampitt,P)    Cyber-harassment-domestic viol. statute
A3818   (DeAngelo,W)    Broadband infrastructure-corp. bus. tax

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A265   (Rible,D)    Sex offender, cert.-proh. plea bargain
A3602   (Giblin,T)    Cert. of rehabilitation-prov. issuance
A3801   (Munoz,N)    Domestic viol. court pilot prog.-creates
A3828   (Vainieri Huttle,V)    Central mun. drug. court-co. estab.
A3833   (Handlin,A)    Whistleblower-extends protection
A3840   (Jimenez,A)    Religious entities-proh. cert. practices
A3845   (Vainieri Huttle,V)    Middle and High sch. start times-study
A3857   (DeAngelo,W)    Vet. Court Pilot Prog. several co.-estab
A3862   (DeAngelo,W)    Energy-efficient lighting fixture-St use
ACR199   (Eustace,T)    Neward, Teterboro airports-noise issues
AR66   (Mosquera,G)    Small Business Saturday-resid support
AR68   (Mosquera,G)    Shop Main Street-encourage resid.

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2658 Aca (1R)   (Pinkin,N)    Innovative Svc Persons w/Devel Disab Act
A3504 Aca (1R)   (Sumter,S)    NJ Elder Index-DHS req. use
A3737   (Benson,D)    Substance abuse treatment-insur coverage
A3840   (Sumter,S)    Religious entities-proh. cert. practices
AR66   (Vainieri Huttle,V)    Small Business Saturday-resid support
AR68   (Vainieri Huttle,V)    Shop Main Street-encourage resid.

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2039   (Garcia,C)    Voting regis.-concerns age
A3713   (Riley,C)    Substance abuse instr. sch students-req.

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A3683   (Webber,J)    Principal resid-exemp, estate from taxes
AJR79   (Coughlin,C)    Hunger Action Mo.-desig. September
Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:
A3793 Aca (1R)  (Jasey,M)  Resid. vacant prop.-concerns forclosure

Notes to the 10/16/2014 Digest:

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S998 Sca (1R)  (Wilson,G)  Sows, pregnant during gestation-concerns \*NOT\* Jimenez,A

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S998 Sca (1R)  (Jimenez,A)  Sows, pregnant during gestation-concerns \*NOT\* Giblin,T

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S998 Sca (1R)  (Giblin,T)  Sows, pregnant during gestation-concerns \*NOT\* Garcia,C

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S998 Sca (1R)  (Garcia,C)  Sows, pregnant during gestation-concerns \*NOT\* Mukherji,R

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S998 Sca (1R)  (Mukherji,R)  Sows, pregnant during gestation-concerns

The Assembly adjourned at 5:55 P.M. to meet again on Monday, October 27, 2014 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “C” and “D” scheduled to meet).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:
A2576 Aca (1R)  Mukherji,R/Quijano,A+9  Parkinson's Disease Pub. Awareness Act
A2603  Diegnan,P/Webber,J+3  Corp. agents-concerns indemnification
A2717 Aa (1R)  Vainieri Huttle,V/Jasey,M+10  Devel disab-one-time application for svc
A2934  Coughlin,C/Ciattarelli,J+6  Psychologists-permits incorp.
A3083 Acs (ACS)  Diegnan,P/Moriarty,P+4  Microbeads, cert. products-proh. sale
A3290  Singleton,T/Vainieri Huttle,V+20  ALS vol. contrib. on tax return-allows
A3340 Aca (1R)  Prieto,V/Jasey,M+13  Co. voc. sch enrollment incr-addtl St aid
A3341 Aca (1R)  Prieto,V/Diegnan,P+17  Adult ed. programs-St. aid

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (10/16/2014):